SETTING INDUSTRY
STANDARDS
The Crane Manufacturers Association of America is
the leading advocate for the safe, efficient and reliable
application of overhead travelling crane technology.
Our members represent the best in American crane
manufacturing. They’re dedicated to conducting
business professionally with integrity, honesty and
a spirit of enthusiasm and co-operation to achieve
shared objectives.
So when you see the CMAA logo you know you’re
working with the best America has to offer in the
overhead travelling crane industry.

Comprehensive Product Portfolio
and Services
CMAA members are engaged in a variety of product
areas across a wide range of industries providing
innovation, expertise and experience that result in
solutions tailored to individual industries, including:
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The strong engineering and technical focus of the
CMAA membership actively serving our markets has
provided an extensive library of case studies that
showcase new and innovative solutions in material
handling while simultaneously creating educational
material, engineering specifications, safety and
operational guidelines and related resources.

Overhead travelling cranes and hoists
Controls
Conductor bars
Below the hook devices

All of which positions the CMAA as the primary
provider of educational material essential for safe,
productive, overhead material handling.
Delivering Greater Benefits
The diversity, quality and experience of the CMAA
membership produce specifications that are widely
recognized and proudly associated with safe,
optimal designs.

Alliance with Occupational Safety
& Health Administration (OSHA)

By applying strict engineering standards, specifications

• Safety Tip Cards
• Fact Sheets
• Safety Tip Sheets

and operational procedures developed over time,
CMAA members can offer versatile solutions that will
deliver maximum benefits to their customers.
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Proven Experience
Trust the Crane Manufacturers Association of America
when evaluating suppliers for quality, reliability and
every facet of performance and support.
Founded on more than 50 years of experience
in North America, the CMAA is your assurance
of product and service excellence.

Always Look for the Logo
So why go anywhere else in the world for your
overhead material handling needs, when your best
business partners are right here? The Crane
Manufacturers Association of America.

8720 Red Oak Blvd
Suite 201 Charlotte, NC 28217
Tel 704-676-1190
Fax 704-676-1199

www.mhi.org/cmaa

